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T
he appearance of modern humans con-

tinues to be a major controversy in

paleoanthropology. The issues include

genetic, anatomical, and cultural matters. For

the Christian, there are also important theo-

logical issues, leading to various estimations

of the timing of “Eden” ranging from two

million years ago to six thousand years ago.1

Several interesting papers related to this issue

were published last year. This communica-

tion notes several of these and suggests a

biological mechanism possibly involved in

the process by which God created humanity.

The controversy centers on the idea that

the modern human skeletal form first ap-

peared around 100,000 to 160,000 years ago

in northeast Africa. Does this represent a

unique cusp of history, or is it just a standard

spot on the long path from ape to human?

(Or, since human and chimpanzee share at

least 95% of their genes—from proto-chimp

to professor.)2 The primary evidence is

genetic.

Genetic trees depend on mutation and

drift, processes that are highly sensitive to

the effective population size (Ne). It is instruc-

tive to compare the Ne’s of modern homi-

noids. Estimates for the long term (Pleisto-

cene) effective population size of Homo sapiens

are in the range of eight to ten thousand

individuals.3 In contrast, high gene diversity

in the five extant ape species indicates they

all have Ne’s that are four to nine times

greater.4 Apparently the common ancestor

of humans and chimps also had a larger Ne.5

In fact, gene diversity within the two chimp

species (Pan) is almost as great as the genetic

distance between them.6 Since the two

chimp species diverged around 1.8 million

years ago, populations with Ne’s of around

40,000/80,000 (like the chimps) retain one

to two million years of mutational (gene

sequence) diversity.7

One and one-half million years ago saw

Homo erectus (or ergaster) scattered from Kenya,

to Dmanisi in Georgia, and on to Indonesia.8

Thus, genus Homo has been spread over a

much wider area than genus Pan for the last

two million years. Subdivided populations

have much larger Ne’s, retaining far more

genetic diversity.9 Also, the human species

(and its Ne) obviously is currently much

larger than that of any ape species. If we

were descended from all of those ancient

scattered populations of archaic hominids,

we should have retained most of their

ancient genetic diversity—and added all of

the new mutations of the last two million

years. Thus we should be far more geneti-

cally diverse than genus Pan, not less.

Is it possible that humans are unusual,

demographically speaking? Did we move

around so much that we “pruned” our

worldwide genetic tree to the point that our

Ne looks much smaller than it really is?

Recent reports of relic African tribes (the

Hadzabe, the Sandawe, and the !Kung) indi-

cate otherwise.10 These ancient tribes have

almost as much genetic diversity in one val-

ley as the rest of the entire human race, i.e.,

they have retained most of the diversity gen-

erated since the time of their founding. So,

ancient isolated human populations can and

do maintain high levels of genetic diversity.
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The relatively low overall human genetic

diversity must mean that we grew numerous

recently (and relatively rapidly) from some

single small population (termed “founder

effect”).11

Having a smaller Ne than Pan is particu-

larly remarkable, since apparently the chimp

species also went through a sharp reduction

in numbers—an AIDS epidemic about two

million years ago.12 The human lineage there-

fore must have experienced an even sharper

reduction in population size than that

caused by an uncontrolled AIDS epidemic.

The timing of this bottleneck is indicated

by many studies (for example, the recent

FOXP2 study) that suggest such genetic

diversities stem from 100,000 to 200,000

years ago.13 But is such an event biologically

reasonable? There is indeed a smoking gun,

clear evidence pointing to a necessary bottle-

neck. All primate species but us have two

chromosomes that are homologous to the two

arms of our second chromosome. Human

chromosome two clearly was created by

fusing two ancestral sub-metacentric chro-

mosomes.14 The fusion happened between

the telomeres of the short arms (each about

30 map units in length), producing a fusion

chromosome with two centromeres 60 map

units apart. Relic telomeric and centromeric

sequences still exist in the corresponding

sites of the human chromosome. That fusion

chromosome, at first existing in only a single

organism, has become the established human

karyotype.

Hominids with the fusion chromosome

would have had a profound reduction in

fertility due to the formation of abnormal

karyotypes during meosis (caused by non-

disjunction and chromosome breakage).

When one of the centromeres became deacti-

vated, fertility would have improved, but

would still have been below normal in “cross-

breeds.” Nondisjunction would reduce gam-

ete production, and crossovers with the

short arm of an ancestral-type chromosome

could reactivate the relic centromere. Only

about one third of the gametes formed by

such “cross-breeds” would produce viable

offspring.

In a large population, natural selection

would quickly get rid of such a fusion chro-

mosome. It could only replace the original

karyotype in a small isolated population

where genetic drift instead might weed out

the ancestral form within a very few genera-

tions. When a new karyotype becomes estab-

lished in such an isolated population, it will

have full fertility, but only as long as breed-

ing stays within the group. Any mating that

takes place with individuals having the

ancestral karyotype (in this case, all other

living hominids on the planet) would have

sharply reduced fertility. This must have

happened to the human lineage. (This is not

the only evidence, of course. Such an abrupt

bottleneck might also be implicated by the

excess of 313 SNP’s that seem to be derived

sequences in the human [different than the

chimp sequence], and yet show no signal of

positive selection.)15

In most mammals, this strong fertility

barrier will drive the quick establishment

of pre-reproductive isolating mechanisms—

i.e., recognizable identification signals such

as changes in physical appearance and

behavior. Apply this process to hominids.16

A recent report identifies two unique and

non-overlapping features of the modern

skull vis à vis the archaic skull—facial

retraction and neurocranial globularity.17

(“Modern” includes the early modern skulls

of Skhul and Qafzeh in Israel). Add in the

modern pointed chin. All three change the

shape of the face, the primary recognition

site for primate communication. Facial change

would not be driven by brain evolution—

the archaic hominids of the period already

had large brains—nor was it a product of a

lifestyle. Analyses of growth in Neanderthal

neonates indicate that such unique differ-

ences in skulls were apparent from birth.18

The biological explanation for facial change

is species recognition. Think of the striking

differences between the faces of many mon-

key species.

Where would this happen? Biologically

speaking, most new species seem to form

as isolated populations on the edge of a

“parental” species (peripatric speciation).

Such an isolate would be necessary to allow

fixation of the fusion chromosome and the

various genetic shifts involved in the mak-

ing of modern humans. As an alternative

model, Eller has suggested a large wide-

spread subdivided population, with con-

tinuous extinction and recolonization, thus

keeping the effective population size small.19

However, though such a “winner-takes-all“
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evolutionary lottery might reduce population size by

catastrophes, or by attacks on neighboring populations,

it simply would have the effect of isolating a single popu-

lation. The usual model seems more reasonable.

Biologically speaking, most new species

seem to form as isolated populations on

the edge of a “parental” species … Such

an isolate would be necessary to allow

fixation of the fusion chromosome and

the various genetic shifts involved in the

making of modern humans.

Where was the location of the “parental” population?

The oldest evidence of modern humans points to Ethiopia.

A modern specimen found at the Omo River is dated at

130,000 years ago, and three modern skulls dated at

160,000 years ago have been found in the Middle Awash

area.20 However, since peripatric speciation requires sig-

nificant isolation, the middle of the African savannah

seems unlikely. A peripheral isolate plausibly could have

been established somewhere on the Arabian peninsula, on

the northeastern border of the African savannah—perhaps

even in the fertile valley which existed where the Persian

Gulf presently flows. The incipient human species could

easily return to northeast Africa, spinning off bands of

ancient wanderers, working their way down the endless

savannas of East Africa to leave their bones at the Klaises

River mouth in South Africa.21

Species also are distinguished from each other by

behavior. No species has ever had as much behavioral

flexibility as the human, of course. But when and why did

that flexibility begin? Perhaps this too reflects the need to

generate species recognition signals. Humans can obtain a

change in appearance a lot faster by applying ocher than

through changes in melanin density! And early moderns

used it.22 (So do late moderns, but our palette has grown.)

The argument has frequently been made that archaic

hominids showed behaviors that indicate they were fully

human. For instance, the presence of ancient tools on the

island of Flores is taken to mean they built boats.23 But, a

recent report of an Indian “tool factory” of one million

years ago indicates those stone tools were simply made,

used, and tossed away—hardly a modern pattern of

thoughtful provision.24 Since the channels of the Sunda

shelf at Glacial maximum would have been at most only a

few miles wide, it seems more likely that the transporta-

tion was rafts of flood vegetation—or even swimming.

That is a far cry from the ninety kilometers of open ocean

to be crossed to reach the Sahel shelf of greater Australia.

Were Neanderthals fully human? Certainly they had

brains as big as modern people, but we do not know

exactly how they used them. Did they behave in ways we

would recognize, or are we only seeing them in a foggy

mirror? Are we really looking for ourselves rather than at

their reality? The difficulty of human preconceptions in

evaluating ambiguous evidence is illustrated in a recent

paper on Neanderthal adaptations for cold climate.25 The

authors propose as possible adaptations—brown adipose,

heat shock proteins, growth factors, altered calcium

metabolism, and typical physiological shifts, though they

think subcutaneous fat (blubber) too difficult and too

expensive to maintain. However, it does not seem to occur

to them that a primate with a 500,000-year history of gla-

cial adaptation would be likely to have the energetically

cheap adaptation to cold of the Japanese macaque—a built

in fur coat. In any other mammal lineage, it would be a

foregone conclusion. The obvious conclusion should be

that modern arctic zone humans have bare skins only

because they arrived in the Arctic already able to borrow

coats from the reindeer.

Of course, hairy or not, this is not to say that the

Neanderthals were necessarily without wisdom and

beauty. In theory, they could have been our cultural

equals.26 Perhaps they were the first choral singers and

superb birch bark artists. But they left no indisputable

signs that they had such capacities. It is true that they

sometimes cared for their disabled and possibly buried

some of their dead. But elephants seem to mourn their

dead. And caring for the disabled is typical behavior for

pack predators such as wolves. In fact, evidence of healed

disabling wounds is used to argue for such pack behavior

in saber-tooth cats and tyrannosaurs.

However, it is the genetic evidence that is compelling.

Four Neanderthal mtDNA sequences cluster neatly to-

gether at a common distance from modern human se-

quences, corresponding to a common root of 500,000 years

ago.27 Cro-Magnon mtDNA groups with modern Europe-

ans, not Neanderthals.28 There have been some critiques,29

but so far the results still seem convincing. Further, ongo-

ing evaluation of what seemed to be a hybrid child (Spain)

points away from that conclusion.30 Skeletal evidence of

jaw structure indicates that Neanderthals were a special-

ized species which is not ancestral to ours.31 And even if it

were demonstrated that Neanderthal genomes group with

those of modern humans, it would not change the genetic

comparison with the various ape species.32 Humans are

still genetic paupers.
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Not that ancient DNA has all of the

answers. The complexities and pitfalls of

such analyses are illustrated by a report that

the human nuclear genome has more than

one thousand sequences (including later

duplications) homologous to sections of

mtDNA.33 This report is particularly signifi-

cant, because the uniquely distant mtDNA

sequence reportedly extracted from a Lake

Mungo skeleton in Australia is close to some

of these insertions.34 This suggests that it is

likely to be a bit of modern nuclear DNA

picked out for the PCR by mtDNA primers

rather than a sign of ancient admixture.35

Can genetic studies shed light on what

happened as we became human? How sig-

nificant is the 95% sequence similarity

between human and chimp genomes? A

broad survey of gene expression in various

human tissues (for transcriptomes and pro-

tein expression patterns) shows pronounced

changes in the gene expression pattern only

in the brain.36 We can conclude that these are

not new genes, but new patterns of expres-

sion, new genetic blueprints made from the

old clay. And too, there is evidence that

endogenous retroviruses may be implicated

in sudden genomic reorganizations in the

human lineage producing “punctuation”

events, such as the appearance of modern

traits.37

Certain specific genes, however, do seem

to have been modified. For instance, the

membrane protein sialic acid is not made in

humans, a deactivation event due to an ALU

shift thought to have occurred around two

million years ago.38 Genes such as apoE are

turned on—or modified significantly.39 The

most interesting is the FOXP2 gene, a tran-

scription factor involved with the face and

jaw movements necessary for speech. This

highly conserved gene shows three sequence

changes between mouse and humans. Two

of these changes are between chimp and hu-

mans, only one change is between mouse

and chimp. The FOXP2 gene shows a selec-

tive sweep—the value of Tajima’s D statistic

for FOXP2 has the most significant value of

any human gene (save one). The probability

is 95% that divergence in this gene within

the human species took place in under

120,000 years. Further, the differences be-

tween the human and all other forms of the

gene are functional differences—the human

protein is phosphorylated.40 Such changes

alter the activities of entire genetic networks.

So speech too probably began with a bang—

or perhaps with a click. (Click languages are

still spoken by the most ancient tribes—the

Hadzabe and !Kung.)41

If genetic and skeletal evidences point to

a common era, how about culture in that

era? The early (100,000 years ago) modern

forms at Skhul and Qafzeh caves on Mount

Carmel apparently used artifacts which

were much like those of the Neanderthals

who used the neighboring Tabun cave.

However, there is some new evidence about

them. The hand bones of early moderns

have articular surfaces indicating that their

owners were engaged in modern manipula-

tive behaviors.42 This conclusion is rein-

forced by several reports from central Africa

indicating the use of ocher and the manufac-

ture of incised stones, beads, micro-liths

(compound tools) and carved bone har-

poons dating to 90,000 years ago.43 This evi-

dence is consistent with the appearance of

folks who thought like us at around 150,000

years. Around those early dates we see mod-

ern morphology, glimmers of complex

thought, genetic roots, etc. Shall we place

Adam there? That is probably a theological

decision rather than a scientific one.

It is true that the culture implied in the

Genesis narrative (Gen 4: 2–4, 19–22) did not

exist 160,000 years ago. It, in fact, did not

exist anywhere until about 11,000 years

ago.44 Further, in much of the world (Austra-

lia, for instance) culture has never reached

that level. Even where it did arrive, it was

preceded by vast stretches of time in which

the hunting and gathering ancestors of the

farmers used only wood, bone, and stone.

Does Genesis describe Adam’s culture, or

the author’s understanding of culture?

Does proposing a mechanism of creation

imply that Nature rather than God created

us? Only if God is an absentee landlord.

Would he use such methods? If he governs

nature (as in Psalm 104), obviously he uses

nature every day. Unless God made Adam

with the appearance of very specific

“pseudo-ancestors,” hominid descent was

involved in his creation. This leaves the

theological problem, of course. Is Adam

unique? Do we have souls? Surely God’s

governing of nature does not preclude his

placing a soul within a creature that he had
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prepared for it by using natural forces. At some point was

Adam the only human?45 The mechanism of human ori-

gins is not “business as usual” in the New Species shop.

There is evidence of a sharp bottleneck. All humans must

be descended from that hominid with the chromosomal

(#2) fusion. But there are still difficulties in fitting Adam to

all of the data. At this point, it does not look possible to

make the immunological evidence fit a single human pair.

We have too many alleles in the HLA immune system.46

Rather, it looks like we all descended from a small contem-

porary group of that hominid’s “clan.” Could Adam have

been placed in the garden to sin or swim as a representa-

tive of his “clan”? Perhaps.

Since all truth is one and all truth is God’s truth, all the

puzzle pieces can fit together. Somehow. I have done my

best. Dump the box for yourself, but don’t lose any of the

pieces! �
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